
Circulation Committee Meeting 

October 4, 2011 

 

Sue Unger opened the meeting at 9:35 am. Members from 30 M.A.I.N. libraries were present: 

 

Anne Grice  BER Janet Skakum  CHA Gina Boettcher CHS  

Lynn Struebel  DEN Natalie Riggs  DOV Donna Costello EHN 

Marilyn Roio  EHN Donna Nafie  FLO Carolyn Antonaccio HAR  

Sandy Cale  JEF Tanya Lenkow KIN Aida Courtney  LKH  

Mary Martin  LHT Melanie Edwards MAD Jen Budd  MNB 

Susannah Truitt MNT Allan Kleinman MON Sandra Calderone MON 

Camille Garretson MP Ruth Bensely  MMT Eva Mesicek  MTL 

Laurel Durenberger MTL Eileen Smith  MTA Ruth Jablonski  MTO  

Debbie Insetta  MTT Loretto Dapiran PT  Linda Stockinger PEQ  

Linda Vogel  RIV Jean Licker  RTL Michelle Reutty RTL 

Sue Unger  ROX Bernadette Eppich WAS Jane Gold  WAS 

Darlene Darling WHA Ellen Sleeter  OLIS 

  

The minutes from the July 2011 meeting were approved. 

 

The meeting focused on concerns and questions surrounding the upcoming migration to Polaris. 

Ellen Sleeter from OLIS attended and provided answers to a diverse spectrum of questions. 

 

The first item of discussion was the September 30, 2011 Polaris update Peggy Bulfer sent out via 

email.  

 

1. Linking of materials can continue until Sunday October 23, the day before we go offline. 

The final data extract is on Monday, October 24, 2011. 

2. Notices/Bills: After we “go live” OLIS will no longer print bills or notices. OLIS is 

currently working on a format for printing bills so each library has a uniform copy.  

3. Picklists: Each library will now print its own picklist and can do so as many times as 

needed throughout the day. 

4. Polaris is not compatible with our Epson receipt printers but the necessary driver will be 

available for installation before the “go live” date. OLIS will visit libraries by October 24 

to install the necessary software. 

5. Suspended holds will not transfer over in the migration to Polaris. The transfer of unfilled 

Holds may also be problematic. Patrons with long hold lists should be strongly 

encouraged to print out their Hold list prior to the migration in the event that their Holds 

do not transfer. The JerseyCat system is still available for requesting out-of-county 

materials but should not be used as a replacement for demand management. 

6. Offline Mode: During “down time”, all libraries must operate in offline mode. Ellen 

recommended that libraries log off and back on approximately every hour when using 

offline mode .  

7. On Thursday, October 27. OLIS, will be testing the system prior to it “going live.” Ellen 

anticipates that the system will be up between noon and 1pm on the 27
th

. Each library 

will receive a phone call as soon as the testing is complete.  



8. IMPORTANT: The Polaris test server will NOT be available while we are offline. This 

means all training and practice needs to be completed before we go offline.  

9. WorkFlows will not be accessible as of October 24. iBistro will be available for item 

search however.  

10. The bill payment and charge history of patrons appears not to have transferred over 

currently for every patron record. Ellen has asked Circulation staff to review the bill 

payment and charge history of patron records and provide her with the examples. 

11.  OLIS is uncertain whether the “number of pieces” field and loan rules will all transfer.  

12. Ellen confirmed that all notes in the “HOMEPHONE” field will be carried over. And will 

appear in the non-blocking Notes field. 

13. Permissions: A number of permissions within the system need to be adjusted prior to roll 

out. 

14. Self-registration: Patrons are able to register online for a temporary library card in the 

new PAC. Information from online form will be sent to the circulation email account. 

The online form is located under the “Patron Account” tab of the web catalog. 

15. Barcode validation is not supported by Polaris so staff  need to be extremely careful when 

scanning both patron and item barcodes.  

 

Sue closed the meeting at 11: 30 am. Our next meeting is scheduled at Morris County Library on 

Tuesday, November 15 at 9:30 am.  

 
 


